
LINEAR FUNCTIONALS ON CERTAIN BANACH SPACES

e. J. mcshane

1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to present what is

believed to be a simple proof of a theorem on the representation of

linear functionals on spaces Lp (p>l) and some generalizations of

such spaces. Instead of making use of the Radon-Nikodym theorem,

the proof utilizes some simple consequences of uniform convexity,

and applies at once to spaces Lp over arbitrary sets Jona family of

whose subsets a measure function is defined, no decomposition of the

space being involved. The proofs are stated for complex Banach

spaces; the real case allows some obvious simplifications.

2. Linear functionals and derivatives of norms.

Lemma 1. Let g be an element of a complex Banach space B and L a

linear continuous functional such that L(g) = \L\ -||g||. Then for each

f in B we have

(1) \L\D-(\\g + tf\\)^ = <RL(f) £\L\ D+(\\g + tf\\)M.

If I L\ or ||g|| is 0, this is trivial. If neither of these is 0, we find that

there is no loss of generality in assuming that \ L\ =||g|[ =1; in fact,

we shall apply the lemma only to cases in which ||g||=l. For all

complex z and all / in B we have L(g-\-z\f—L(f)g]) =L(g) = 1 = | L\,
so

(2) \\g + z[f- L(f)g]||^1 for all complex z.

The equation

g + if - (1 + tL(f)){g + t[l+ tL(J)Y*(J - L(f)g)}

is an identity for tj£ — \/L(J), and by (2) the norm of the vector in

braces is never less than 1, which is its value at t = 0. Hence for all

real t near 0 we have

II* + tf\\ - \\g\\ £ I 1 + tt(f)\ :- 1 £ t(<RL(f)).

Dividing by negative t and letting t approach zero yields the first of

inequalities (1); with positive / we obtain the other inequality.

Lemma 2. Let g be a nonzero element of a complex Banach space B,

and let L be a linear continuous functional on B such that L(g) = |z|

•||g||. Assume that for each f in B the function defined for all real t by
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the expression ||g-M/H is differentiable att = 0. Then for allf the equation

(3) L(J) = I L I ̂  [||g + tf\\ + i\\g - itf\\ ](=0
at

is satisfied.

Under the present hypotheses, the conclusion of Lemma 1 becomes

an equation. Writing this for / and for —if, we obtain

<RL(f) = \L\^-\\g + tf\\M,
at

aw = hl(-;/) = Il\ 4 h - a/ll«-o.
at

establishing (3).

Next we recall [l, p. 396 ]l that the space B is uniformly convex if

to each positive e there corresponds a positive 5(e) such that if

11/11 =||g||=l and \\f-g\\^e, then

(4) ll(/+«)/2|| = 1-«(*)•

Lemma 3. 7/ 2J is uniformly convex, to each linear continuous func-

tional L on B there corresponds a unit vector gL such that

I L I D~\\gL + tf\\ = %L(J) £\L\D+\\gL + tf\\

for allf in B. In particular, t/||gr,4-(/"|| *s a differentiable function of tat

t = 0 for all f in B, the equation

(5) L(f) = I L I ̂  (lb + '/II + i\\gL ~ itfWh^o
at

holds for all f in B.

Choose a sequence of unit vectors /i, ft, • • • such that L(fn) tends

to I l|. Let « be positive; then so is 8(e), and for all large m and n we

have

L(\fm 4- /n]/2) = [L(fm) + L(fn)]/2 > I L \ [l - 5(e)],

so that ||(/m4-/n)/2|| > 1 — 5(e). By the definition of uniform con-

vexity, this implies that ||/m— /n||<e, and the sequence converges.

Let gz, be its limit; this is a unit vector. Also

L(gL) = \L\=\Ll\\gL\\,

1 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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so the hypotheses of Lemma 1 are satisfied, and the conclusion

follows from Lemmas 1 and 2.

3. Spaces Lp(Bi). Now let m be a non-negative measure function

on a (r-field of subsets of a space X. A function / on X to a Banach

space Bi is said to belong to the space Lp(Bi) if ||/(-)||i-1/(') is

summable in the sense of Bochner over X, where || -||i denotes the

norm in the space B\. (If the reader is interested only in the usual

space Lp, he should interpret B\ as the real or complex number sys-

tem, || ■ ||i as absolute value, and the integral as the Lebesgue integral.)

Assume p > 1 and define as usual p' = p/(p — 1). It is then known that

if Bi is uniformly convex (in particular, if it is the real or complex

number system), Lp(Bi) is also uniformly convex [2, p. 504]; we

append another proof of this fact to the present note.

Theorem I. Let Bi be a uniformly convex Banach space such that

for each nonzero g in Bi and each f in B%, the function =\\g+tf\\i is

differentiable at t = 0. Let p be greater than 1, and let L be a functional

linear and continuous on LP{B\). Then there exists a unit vector gL

in Lp(Bi) such that for every f in Lp(Bi) we have

ibMiir14 OM*) + '/WIN
(o) J x dt

+ i\\gL(x) — itf(x)\\i]t~0m(dx),

wherein the derivative in the integrand is to be assigned any arbitrary

finite value when the factor multiplying it has the value 0.

Let gL be the unit vector in Lp(Bi) whose existence is guaranteed by

Lemma 3, and let / belong to Lp{Bi). The equation

4 IM*) + '/wlli* = p\\u*) + '/wiirx4 Ibw + '/wlli
at at

holds whenever gL{x)+tf{x) 7*0 by elementary differentiation, and

when that vector is 0 it continues to hold if the derivative in the

right member is assigned any finite value. For 11\ <1 the right mem-

ber cannot exceed the function Mlkr-Wll^ll/Wlli]''. which is sum-

mable. This permits us to differentiate under the integral sign in the

integral which defines ||gz,+</||; recalling that ||gi,||=l, we obtain

(7)   Jt \Ul + tf\\M = JjbWlir1 [-^ \\gL{x) + (/(*)||i] jn{ix).

Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 2 are satisfied, and the conclusion of
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Lemma 2 is equation (6).

As a special case, we obtain the representation of the general linear

continuous functional on complex Lp.

Theorem II. Let L be a continuous linear functional on the complex

Banach space Lp of functions on X, wherein p>\. Then there exists

an element g of Lp>, where p' = p/(p — l), such that the norm of g in

Lp> is I L\ and

(8) US) = f g(x)f(x)m{dx)

for all f in Lp.

If a and b are complex numbers such that a?*0, from

|« + 0|=|a|[|l + t(b/a) I ]

= \a \ [(1 4- W«)2 + W«)s]1/2

we obtain

[d I a + tb I /dt]M = I a | <B,(b/a) = <Rab/ \a\,

whence

[d I a 4- tb I /dt -\- id \ a — itb \ /dt]t=o

(9) = 5U<z&/ I a I ] + i3[ä5/ | a | ] = ab/ \ a |.

Thus the integrand in (6) takes the form

\\iL(x)\\^JMf(x)

whenever gi.(x) 9^0. If we now define

g(x) = I L I ■ IlgLWlI^i^äö  where    gL(x) ?* 0,
g(x) = 0 wherever gh(%) = 0,

we see that (8) holds. Now g(x) is everywhere a non-negative multiple

of the conjugate of gh(x), and by the definition of p' we have

\g{x)\v = \L\*'\gL(x)\p.

Hence g is in Lp>, and its norm in Lp> is | L \, completing the proof.

Theorem III. Let fibe a measure function on a a-field of subsets of a

set Y, and let m be a measure function on a a-field of subsets of a set X.

Let Lqbe the space of complex functions on Y such that \f(y) \ a_1/(y) is

summable over Y, and Lp{Lq) the space of functions on X to Ls such that

||/(x)||j_1/(x) is Bochner summable over X, the symbol ||-||8 denoting
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the norm in Lq. A ssume p and q greater than 1, and define p' =p/(p — 1),

q'=q/(q — 1). Let L be a linear continuous functional on the complex

Banach space Lp(Lq). Then there exists an element g of Lp>(Lqi), with

norm \L\ in that space, such that for every element

f = (/(») I * G X) « ((/(y, x)\yeY)\xeX)

of the space Lp(Lq) we have

(10) L(f) =fx{ f g(y, *)M x)ß(dy)jm(dx).

For L we first use equation (6), recalling that for each x the value

of gh(x) is the function (gx,(y, x)|y£F). For the derivative in the

integrand of (6) we substitute from (7), applied to the space Y in-

stead of X. The inner integrand will contain a derivative, which we

replace by its value as computed in (9). The result is

L{f) = I L\J*^ jlbWll"-1 £ I gu{y, x) K2gl(y7^)/(y, x)»dy}m(dx),

where the inner integrand is to be understood to mean 0 whenever

gi<(y, x) vanishes. We define

g(y, x) = I L I ||gi(x)||^11 gL{y, x) \^2gL(y, x)

wherever gt{y, x)?£Q, and set g{y, x)=0 where gz,(y, x)=0. Then

(10) holds. The verification of the other statements about g is much

the same as in the proof of Theorem II.

In Theorem II we extended the representation theorem for linear

functionals on Lp to maximum generality as regards the space X.

It is not possible to extend the theorem on the conjugate space of

Li to a corresponding generality, as is shown by the following example,

which is the result of a conversation with T. A. Botts and V. L.

Klee. Let X consist of the points of the Euclidean plane. Let the

exterior measure of a countable set £ be 1 or 0 according as the

origin is or is not in E; the exterior measure of every uncountable set

is 4- 00 • This exterior measure generates a Caratheodory measure

which coincides with itself, all sets being measurable. A function /

is summable if and only if it is zero except on a countable set and

/(0) is finite, and in this case its integral is /(0). All spaces Lp (p^l)

coincide, and the norm is ||/(-)|| =]/(0)|, and all are conjugate to

each other. But the space conjugate to L\ is L\, which is distinct

from the space of essentially measurable functions on X.

4. Proof of uniform convexity of spaces LP{B). We now prove that
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when LP(B) is defined as above, and B is uniformly convex and p> 1,

the space LP(B) is also uniformly convex. For the norms in B and

LP(B) we shall use the symbols |[ • ||, || ■ ||„ respectively. As a first step,

we show that to each positive e corresponds a positive 5(e) such that

if / and g are in B, and 1 =||/||        and ||/—g|| ^e, then

(id ||(/ + f)/2||» =S [1 - 5(e)][||/||" 4- IMH/2.

Assume this false; then there exist e>0 and sequences/„, gn of ele-

ments of B such that 1 =||/„|| S||g»||, ||/» — g»|| =^e, and

(12) -.[IIMh+IWI^"1-
From the convexity of <p (0 = /gl) we obtain

(13) ([1 4- t]/2)> < (1 4- *p)/2 for 0 = . < 1

so by (12) and the triangle inequality

,.       (1 4- ||gn||)"2^
Irm-n—ü-= 1.
—   1 + lk-llp

But by (13) this implies lim ||g»||=l. Define w» = g»/||i:n||; then

lim ||«» —g»||=0, so lim inf ||«»—/»|| =lim inf ||g„—/„||^e, and by

(12)

lim ||(/»4-«„)/2|| = 1.

This contradicts the uniform convexity of B.

As a corollary, if / and g are not both 0 we have

(iA ll(/+g)/2||»
{ } = [1 - 5(11/- «||/-up (11/11, ||«||))][||/||» 4- yn/2.

Now assume that/() and g( ) are in LP(B), and that e is positive,

and that ||/|| = ||g|| = 1 and ||/-g||p = e. Let E be the subset of X on

which

||/(«) - g(*)\V = («'/4)(||/(*)||' + lk(*)H
3? (*v4)8up(||/(*)||*, \\g*(x)\\).

On this set we have, by (14)

(16) \\\j{x) 4- g(*)]/2||" = [1 - S(«/4»/*)][||/(*)||> -f ||«(*)||']/2.

The integral of ||/—g||" over X — E is at most ep/2, so

(17) fB\\f(x) - g(x)\\*m(dx)*<>/2.
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Thus the functions which coincide with /(•) and g( ) on E and

vanish on X — E have distance at least e/21/p. So at least one of them

has distance not less than e/2-2llp from the origin, and

(18) sup ( j \\f(x)\\*m(dx), ||^ *f**%~

Now by (16) and (18),

f [(ll/(*)Hp+ ||«(*)||»)/2]«(i*) - f l\\(f(*)+gt*)\[/2]>m(äx)
J x J x

= f [(||/(*)||*+||«(*)||')/2]«(d*)- f [\\f(x) + g(x)\\/2]»m{dx)
Je Je

£ f «(«/4»/*){[||/(*)||»+ ||f(*)||']/2}m(i*)
J e

^ 5(e/41/")(eP/2p+2),

whence

(19) ||/(0 4- «(Oll, Ä 11- o(e/4'/")(€V2p+2)J1"'.

If we define 8i(e) to be the difference between 1 and the right member

of (19), we see that 5i(e)>0, and LP(B) is uniformly convex.
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